
Need assistance? Please call 1800 111 123 
rivarealeasy.com

Disclaimer – The Riva ice cream recipe chart information has been sourced with the objective of being used 
for the Riva Ice Cream dispensing equipment only. We lay no claims to this information being Industry guidelines.

** Depends on brand

Riva Ice Cream Chart
Milk Shakes 250ml 500ml 700ml
cup sizes 
1 us fl oz = 30mls** 8oz 250ml - 300ml 16oz 500ml - 550ml 24oz 650ml - 700ml

flavouring inside cup Nil 20 20
riva ice cream 65ml (1/4 cup) 41gm 125ml (1/2 Cup) 79gm 250ml (1 cup) 158gm
milk 125ml (1/2 cup) 250ml (1 Cup) 315ml (1 1/4 Cup)
flavouring 20ml (1tbsp) 20ml (1tbsp) 30ml (1 1/2 tbsp) 
malt *optional 3tsp 1tbsp 1tbsp
preparation time 10 seconds 10 seconds 10 seconds
blend time 5 seconds 5 seconds 5 seconds

Thick Shakes 250ml 500ml 700ml
flavouring inside cup Nil 20 20

riva ice cream 375ml (11/2 cup) 236gm 500ml (2 cups) 315gm 625ml (2 1/2 cups) 394gm

milk 65ml (1/4 cup) 65ml (1/4 cup) 65ml (1/4 cup) 

flavouring 20ml (1tbsp) 40ml (2tbsp) 60ml (3tbsp) 

malt *optional 3tsp 1tbsp 1tbsp

preparation time 10 seconds 10 seconds 10 seconds

blend time 30 seconds 60 seconds 90 seconds

Ice Cream 100ml Wafer, Waffle Cone 
or 3oz 90ml cup

riva ice cream 125ml (1/2 cup) 79gm 
flavouring 5ml (1tsp) 

toppings 1/4tsp

preparation time 5 seconds

250ml Sundae Cup
riva ice cream 250ml (1 cup) 158gm
flavouring 5ml (1tsp) 

toppings 1tsp

preparation time 5 seconds

Milk Drink Method
1.  One pump flavour syrup and roll it around 

the inside of the plastic cup for decoration.

2.  In a 24Oz metal cup we put 
• Riva ice cream (use your measuring cup) 
• Milk (using your measuring cup) 
• Flavour syrup (using your measuring spoon) 
• Malt if desired (using your measuring spoon)

3.  Give it a good whiz approx. 5 – 90 seconds 
depending on formula

4.  Add cream and 1/4 tsp dusting of drinking 
chocolate for decoration if desired.

5.  Place on lid & spoon!

NB Min 25-30-minute melt point ideal for home 
delivery!!! 1US FL oz = 30mls cup sizes will vary 
depending on brand 100ml ice cream = 63gm  


